Skylar Capital’s Bill Perkins Steps Up For Save the Children
Perkins Joins Fellow Hedge Fund Managers and Investors in Winner-Takes All Charity
Poker Tournament hosted by Bloomberg TV’s Trish Regan
HOUSTON – October 21, 2013 – Skylar Capital Management’s energy hedge fund manager Bill
Perkins will appear this Wednesday October 23 at 9:00 PM ET/6:00 PM PT and Thursday
October 24 at 12:00 AM ET/9:00 PM PT on Bloomberg TV’s charity tournament "Poker Night On
Wall Street" hosted by Trish Regan at the Borgata in Atlantic City.
Mr. Perkins participated in support of Save the Children, the leading independent charitable
organization creating lasting change in the lives of children in need in the United States and
around the world through programs that aim to provide a healthy start, the opportunity to learn
and protection from harm. The ‘Winner-Takes All’ competition included other prominent
investors and hedge fund managers David Einhorn of Greenlight Capital, Jim Chanos of
Kynikos Associates, Steve Kuhn of Pine River Investments, John Rogers of Ariel Investments,
and Mario Gabelli of Gabelli Asset Management.
“I continue to be inspired by the impact of Save the Children,” said Bill Perkins. “With nearly 1 in
4 American kids living in poverty, 16 million young people who understand all too well what it
means to go without, Save the Children continues to provide health, education, protection and
disaster relief programs for kids, giving them what they need to grow up happy and healthy.”
“Being part of Bloomberg TV’s ‘Poker Night on Wall Street’ was incredible, and I was honored to
be part of an exceptional group of financial leaders, philanthropists and poker afficiciandos,”
said Bill Perkins. “While we competed with great passion, we all stand united in our desire to
raise funds and visibility for important charities that can transform lives and make a difference
for people in need.”
About Skylar Capital Management, LLC
Skylar Capital Management is a Houston-based firm investing in energy with an emphasis on
North American natural gas. The founder, William O. Perkins III, has over 20 years of experience
in trading and risk management. He launched Skylar after a successful 10-year tenure as a senior
portfolio manager at Centaurus Energy, a multi-billion dollar hedge fund. Skylar Capital
Management employs a fundamental, discretionary and analytical approach to trading natural gas
futures and options. The firm combines deep fundamental analysis of supply and demand metrics
with proprietary quantitative analysis to determine key upcoming drivers of pricing. Qualitative
research is used to compare Skylar’s outlook to market consensus and determine the potential
for a significant exploitable price shift. These may be expressed through directional or relative
value strategies. Risk allocations are determined by a position’s individual risk/return profile as
well as its impact on the portfolio. The firm uses a dynamic risk management process that
rebalances based on changes in risk and return expectations.
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